
Space Saving CubeWare®

Can reduce the bulk of packs by 
up to 47%, returning precious 
space to storeroom shelves.  
It also improves the shape and 
stability of packs so they can be 
stacked with more confidence.

Packing Methodology
Combines with CubeWare® to 
further improve the size, shape 
and stability of our packs and 
contributes to a more controlled 
un-pack during theatre setup, 
reducing the risk of items falling.

Front-Facing Colour Coded Label 
Supports quick pack selection by making 
packs easier to locate on shelf and critical 
information easy to find.  
Each surgical specialty is represented by  
a different colour for easy identification.

The next generation pack
The compact size, clear labeling, improved pack 
assembly and ingeniously designed components 
make the PrecisionPack® system the most advanced 
pack system on the market.

PrecisionPack®

FEATURES

Improving performance 
with every step
Addressing clinician concerns over bulk and 
complexity we developed a packing system 
that ensures our PrecisionPack® custom 
procedure packs are compact, simple to use 
and easy to store.
Our innovation lies in three key areas: 

For more information, contact your Multigate Business Development Manager:

(02) 8718 2888 or visit multigate.com.au/precisionpack



Improved workflows which improve procedure times
Reduced picking and setup times
Improved aseptic practice
Single use drives improved infection control
Reductions in linen and associated lint
Simplified surgeon preference management

Packs can be securely placed on their back or side
Improved shape and stability allows packs to be stacked 
with more confidence
Compact size and improved stacking allows you to fit  
more packs on the shelf
Colour coded front label enables quick pack selection 
Each surgical specialty is represented by a different  
colour for easy identification

Wider hospital production improvements
Reduced picking errors
Reduced inventory holding costs of consumables
Operating theatre space management
Reduced CSSD costs
Reduced procurement processing
Less waste and less waste handling

Why Partner with Multigate?
As a leading supplier of procedure packs and medical 
consumables in Australia, we understand that 
delivering an effective Custom Pack implementation 
requires a partnership. 
Combining local production in our world class 1,600m2 

clean room at Villawood with a range of overseas joint 
ventures means we control the supply change for the 
vast majority of the components that go into your 
PrecisionPack®.  

Our systems and people are dedicated to working 
collaboratively with all stakeholders of your business 
to deliver a great experience. 
As new products become available or requirements 
change, we will work with you to review and adjust your 
packs so they continue to deliver the best performance, 
environmental footprint and value possible.

Theatre productivity improvements
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PRECISION PACK®

Why Custom Pack?
Custom Procedure Packs offer a compelling set of benefits 
felt across clinical, inventory and wider hospital performance. 

Experience Organised
We know how hard it can be to find the pack you are 
looking for even if it is placed in the correct location.  
PrecisionPack® can help bring order to your store room.  


